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armed ship Rising Sun anchored in the Delaware off Marke*
Street. Ten peaceful vessels lay In the harbor with broad white
flags at the masthead, and on the flags in gold letters the names
of the ratifying states from New Hampshire to Georgia, arranged
in order from north to south, The Rmng Sun was decorated with
* the flags of various nations. The other tens* and the vessels tied
up at the wharves, were dressed with flags and pennants which
fluttered in a brisk^ cool south wind all day long.
The Procession formed at the comer of South and Third
Streets, where by eight o'clock nine marshals, with General
Miffiin at their head, on horseback with white plumes on their-
hats ar,d speaking trumpets In their hands, were in charge. The
^different companies of Military, Trades, and Professions'* had
met still earlier at appointed places in the city. As they arrived
at the "general rendezvous" they were assigned by the marshals
to the neighboring streets from which they might fall into their
prearranged order when the Procession moved,
The line of march had been announced. Crowds filled the "foot-
ways," windows, and rooftops from the starting point along Third
Street to Callowhill; up Callowhill to Fourth; on Fourth to
Market; and thence to Union Green in front of Bush Hill, the
residence of William Hamilton, who had offered the use of his
grounds for the oration and feast which were to crown the day.
The pavements had been swept, by order of the committee of
arrangements, overhanging branches cut off the trees, and all
other obstacles removed.
The Procession got under way about half past nine. It was a
mile and a half long. It took three hours to travel the three miles
of its route. There were estimated to be five thousand persons in
the Procession, and about seventeen thousand—at least half .the
city's population—finally assembled on Union Green.
First in the Procession went Twelve Axemen, dressed in
white frocks, with black girdles round their waists.** Then came
the First Troop of City Cavalry, gentlemen on fine horses, in
smart uniforms of brown and white, with black hats with- buck
tails for crests. Then Independence9 represented by "John Nixon,
Esq; on horseback, bearing the staff and cap of Liberty, under
the cap a silk flag, with the words, "4th of July, 1776,* in large gold
letters." Then four pieces of artillery, with a detachment from
the artillery train. Then French Alliance, represented by Thomas'

